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Raise the Bar and Lower the Dose: Current and Future
Strategies for Radiation Dose Reduction

in Head and Neck Imaging
M. Ibrahim, H. Parmar, E. Christodoulou, and S. Mukherji

ABSTRACT

SUMMARY: Technologic advances in CT have generated a dramatic increase in the number of CT studies, with a resultant increase in the
radiation dose related to CT scanning. Such increase in radiation dose is becoming a concern for the radiology community, especially with
increasing public awareness of the dose burden related to examinations. To cope with the increase in CT-related radiation exposure, it is
becoming necessary to optimize CT imaging protocols and apply radiation dose reduction techniques to ensure the best imaging with the
lowest radiation dose.

ABBREVIATIONS: ASIR � adaptive statistical iterative reconstruction algorithm; ATCM � automated tube current modulation; CTDI � CT dose index; DLP �
dose-length product; FBP� filtered back-projection

Despite the introduction of MR imaging, the overall frequency

of CT studies in neuroimaging has failed to decrease. Indeed,

the advent of helical and multidetector row CT with rapid acqui-

sitions times and new diagnostic fields (eg, CT angiography, per-

fusion CT) has led to a further increase in CT examinations. As

application of CT is becoming more widespread, there is an emer-

gent need for radiation dose reduction to avoid a reversal of the

risk-benefit ratio associated with this imaging technique. Individ-

ual patient doses are increasing with newer faster scanners be-

cause of volume scanning, thinner sections, overlapping scans,

and increasing scan coverage. The as low as reasonably achievable

principle (ALARA) emphasizes optimizing CT imaging protocols

to achieve the lowest radiation dose possible while maintaining an

optimal image quality.

Radiation dose is proportional to the amount of energy deliv-

ered by the photons within the x-ray beam. This is generally de-

pendent on the total number of the photons and the individual

photon energy within the x-ray beam, which is dictated by the

image-acquisition parameters such as kilovolt(peak), milliam-

pere, and x-ray tube rotation time, along with other factors such

as section thickness, scan coverage, and pitch. Additionally, body

habitus and size of the patient are important factors of the radia-

tion dose delivered, which is especially relevant in pediatric pa-

tients and small adults. As a response to the increased concern of

the higher radiation dose, there have been several advances in

dose-reduction techniques with the introduction of tube current

modulation, peak voltage optimization, noise-reduction recon-

struction algorithms, adaptive dose collimation, and improved

detection-system efficiency. Such techniques not only address the

increased concern about radiation dose but also are becoming a

marketing tool. The radiology community, including radiolo-

gists, technicians, and physicists, should be familiar with such

dose-reduction techniques and should optimize the imaging pro-

tocols to achieve the best images with a lower radiation dose.

CT Radiation Dose Measurement
CT is a unique imaging technique with continuous exposure

around the patient as the gantry rotates to cover the region to be

examined. Consequently, energy deposition is fairly uniform at

fixed radial positions across the scanned plane with a relatively

symmetric gradient from the surface toward the center of the

patient because the patient is equally irradiated from all direc-

tions. CT is unlike plain radiography, in which exposure is highest

at the skin entrance with continuous reduction of the dose toward

the skin exit. Due to x-ray scattering, deposition of the radiation

beam energy will extend beyond the directly scanned volume into

the adjacent tissues. Furthermore, the divergence of the beam and

limited efficiency of the collimator contribute to energy deposi-

tion in tissues that are not imaged in the specific section. The

radiation dose in the scanned section is the summation of the dose

due to the direct beam in the scanned plane and dose contribu-

tions from radiation scattering from all the sections scanned be-

fore and after the specific section (Table 1).

The conventional metric representing the integrated dose of
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the direct irradiation of the scanned volume and the scattered

radiation from the adjacent scanned volumes is the CT dose index

measured in milligrays (10� Gy).1 “CTDI” is defined as the dose

profile of a single x-ray tube rotation integrated over a scan length

in the z-direction and normalized to the table travel per tube

rotation in a scan with a pitch of 1. The CTDI is equivalent to the

multiple scan average dose, which is the average dose in the center

region of the scan range over which CT is performed.2 It can be

measured either in air or in a phantom by using either a pencil ion

chamber or a row of thermoluminescent dosimeters. A 16-cm-

diameter phantom is used to represent a patient’s head, and a

32-cm-diameter phantom is used to represent a patient’s body.

CTDI100, is a radiation dose index with integration-dose limits of

�50 –50 mm, where 100 mm is the length of the active volume of

the pencil ionization chamber used for the measurement (inte-

gration of the dose profile). The use of this chamber assumes that

its length is sufficient for a complete integration of the exposure

due to the scatter radiation from a single tube rotation in the

middle of the chamber length. The CTDIw is the weighted average

of the CTDI100 measured at the periphery and at the center of

cylindric acrylic phantoms (2/3 � CTDI100,periphery � 1 / 3 �

CTDI100,center). The CTDIvol is defined as CTDIw / pitch. The

value of CTDIvol multiplied by the length of the scan (in centime-

ters) is known as the dose-length product and is measured in units

of milligray-centimeters. The DLP is commonly reported on the

CT scanner for each CT study and is included in the patient dose

report. When thinking about the potential dose due to the CT

scan, the metric to take into consideration is the DLP because it

contains both the CTDI, which is a measure of scanner output for

a particular scanning technique, and the total scanning length

along the patient’s body. The CTDI descriptors are not accurate

estimates of the radiation dose received by the patient. The CTDI

descriptors represent the scanner radiation output when mea-

sured in a standardized phantom.

CT Acquisition Parameters and Basics of Dose Reduction
Recommendations for reducing radiation dose have mainly fo-

cused on limiting the radiation exposure. The US Food and Drug

Administration has established guidelines to address the growing

concern over CT-associated radiation dose.3 These guidelines

give recommendations on how to optimize CT protocols and en-

courage the elimination of inappropriate referrals for CT with

reduction of the number of unnecessary repeat examinations. The

basic pillars of dose reduction include justification of the study

and eliminating inappropriate CT referrals, limiting scan range to

the region of interest, limiting the number of contrast phases, and

use of a relatively large pitch. The goal is an ALARA radiation dose.

There are several acquisition parameters and factors that have

a direct effect on radiation dose, such as the photon energy (de-

termined by the tube potential [kilovolt (peak)]); photon fluence,

determined by the tube milliamperes; rotation or exposure time;

reconstructed section thickness; object thickness or attenuation;

pitch and/or spacing of the consecutive sections; and distance

from the x-ray tube to the isocenter.4 The basic strategies in min-

imizing radiation dose involve changes in the acquisition param-

eters (kilovolt(peak), milliampere, x-ray tube rotation time,

pitch) to achieve a lower radiation dose with an acceptable quan-

tum mottle. Typically, if one of these parameters is decreased,

another needs to be increased to maintain image quality. The

effect of CT acquisition parameters on image quality and noise is

interlinked and complex. The noise in a CT image is determined

by several factors, with the number of the photons reaching the

detectors (quantum mottle) having the most dominant role.

Beam Energy. The energy of the incident x-ray beam is deter-

mined by the tube voltage or kilovolt(peak). Any variation in tube

potential causes substantial change in the CT radiation dose.

When all other parameters are held constant and the kilovolt-

(peak) is decreased, the radiation dose will also decrease. The

relationship between the change in effective dose and tube poten-

tial is exponential.5

The effect of peak voltage on image quality is complex because

it affects both image noise and tissue contrast. Image contrast is

affected by the mean photon energy of the x-ray beam and the

imaged material.6 In general, lower kilovolt(peak) yields better

contrast, especially for bone and iodine, with the effect being

much smaller for soft tissues like fat and muscle.6 The effect of

improved image contrast at the lower kilovolt(peak) (while main-

taining a constant milliampere-second) is reduced by the in-

creased noise, especially with thick objects and near-dense bone,

where the beam-hardening effect can, in fact, result in loss of the

improved contrast achieved with a lower kilovolt(peak). The in-

crease in image noise when lowering the kilovolt(peak) is most

significant in individuals with larger body habitus, with the ben-

efit of lowering the kilovolt(peak) best seen in pediatric patients

and small adults. Lowering the kilovolt(peak) settings and in-

creasing the milliampere-second, either by using automatic tube

current modulation or by using a technique chart, is considered

an effective strategy in lowering radiation dose while maintaining

image quality.7-9

Moreover, lowering the kilovolt(peak) increases vascular en-

hancement because the attenuation of iodine-based contrast

agents increases with reduced photon energy distribution due to

the high atomic number of iodine and the effect of the iodine

k-edge in the x-ray attenuation at such energy levels. By reducing

the kilovolt(peak), the mean photon energy in the x-ray beam

approaches the energy of the k-edge of the iodinated contrast

media, which increases the x-ray attenuation coefficient and

yields an improved contrast enhancement without a decrease in

image quality.10 This will particularly improve the conspicuity of

hypervascular pathologies (Fig 1).

Table 1: Descriptions for MSAD and CTDI variants
Dose Index Description
MSAD Average dose over 1 scan interval in the center

region of multiple scans
CTDI Integrated dose profile for a single section,

normalized to the beam width; equivalent to
MSAD and measured by using multiple TLDs
or 1 ionization chamber

CTDI100 Radiation dose index for 100 mm along the
length of an entire pencil ionization chamber

CTDIw Weighted average of the CTDI100 measured at
the periphery and at the center of phantoms

CTDIvol CTDIw divided by pitch
DLP CTDIvol multiplied by the length of the scan

Note:—TLD indicates thermoluminescent dosimeter; MSAD, multiple scan average
dose.
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Photon Fluence. The photon fluence, determined by the tube

current (milliampere) and x-ray tube rotation time (second), has

a direct effect on patient radiation dose. The radiation dose is

directly proportional to the milliampere-second value; with the

radiation dose increasing linearly with increasing milliampere-

second. Generally, decreasing (or increasing) the tube current by

50% will decrease (or increase) the radiation dose by half. Any

decrease in tube current should be considered carefully because

such reduction causes an increase in image noise, which may af-

fect the diagnostic outcome of the examination.11 Image noise in

CT is dominated by quantum mottle, which is determined by the

number of photons incident, and is collected by the detector. The

number of the photons is proportional to the milliampere-sec-

ond. The electronic noise also affects the image noise and is the

result of fluctuation of the electronic components of the data-

acquisition system. Increasing the milliampere-second will in-

crease the number of photons emitted from the x-ray tube but will

not change the energy spectrum of the photons.

Collimation, Table Speed, and Pitch. The helical or spiral acqui-

sition involves continuous gantry rotation while simultaneously

translating the table through the gantry during data acquisition.

New acquisition parameters are being introduced in helical imag-

ing such as table speed and pitch, which is defined as the ratio of

table feed per gantry rotation to the nominal beam width. The

pitch value has a direct influence and is inversely proportional to

the radiation dose of the patient (Dose � 1/Pitch).12,13 This is

because any increase in the pitch decreases the duration of the

exposure to any particular section of the patient per gantry rota-

tion and increases the gaps between successive gantry rotations.

Beam collimation, table speed, and pitch are interlinked pa-

rameters that affect the diagnostic quality and radiation dose of an

imaging study. Faster table speed for a given collimation, resulting

in higher pitch, is associated with a lower radiation dose because

of a shorter exposure time. Although smaller beam collimation

will result in a higher degree of overlap between the adjacent

scans, this yields only minimal change in the radiation dose in

comparison with a larger collimation for a given collimation and

table speed.12 The effect of pitch on radiation dose and image

quality is negated in scanners that use an “effective milliampere-

second setting” (defined as milliampere-second divided by

pitch).14 In such scanners, a constant ef-

fective milliampere-second value is held,

irrespective of pitch value, by adjusting

the tube current and increasing the tube

current–time product approximately

proportional to the increased pitch (or

decreasing the tube current–time product

proportional to the decreased pitch). This

will keep the radiation dose relatively con-

stant despite a variation of pitch. Addi-

tionally, an increase in the pitch value in

modern scanners equipped with auto-

matic milliampere modulation (see be-

low) will not necessarily lead to dose re-

duction because the milliampere will be

automatically adjusted to account for the

increase in pitch.

Although scanning at a higher pitch value is dose-efficient, a

higher pitch value causes helical artifacts and degradation of the

section sensitivity profile with increased volume averaging and a

potential decrease in spatial resolution. Furthermore, noise is de-

pendent on pitch in multidetector row CT because the spiral in-

terpolation algorithm will make use of the redundant data ac-

quired by different detector rows and will decrease the noise for

pitch values of �1 (and increase it for a pitch value of �1).12

Current Strategies in Dose Reduction

Automated Tube Current Modulation. The most widely avail-

able technical innovation for significant radiation dose reduction

is automated tube current modulation, also known as automatic

exposure control. This technique allows constant image quality in

the CT examination at a lower radiation dose, regardless of the

patient size or the attenuation characteristics of the body part

being scanned. Tube current modulation may be preprogrammed

by determining the attenuation values obtained by refined analy-

sis of the projection scouts obtained at the start of the examination

(Fig 2A) or may be adjusted by using a feedback circuit with near

real-time adjustment of the tube current based on the attenuation

values of the preceding image or may incorporate a combination

of preprogramming and feedback circuit.

ATCM enables automatic adjustment of the tube current in

the xy plane (angular modulation), along the z-axis (longitudinal

modulation), or both (combined modulation) to maintain a user-

selected noise level in the image (Fig 2B, -C).15 Longitudinal mod-

ulation adjusts the tube current along the z-axis, which results in

a lower tube current in the neck region with a higher tube current

at the skull base and thoracic inlet, rendering images of similar

noise, independent of patient size or anatomy. In angular modu-

lation, the tube current is adjusted in each angular projection

within the same section, with increased tube current in the lateral

projection compared with the anteroposterior projection. De-

pending on the manufacturer, ATCM systems operate on the ba-

sis of several methods: noise index (GE Healthcare, Milwaukee,

Wisconsin), standard deviation (Toshiba Medical Systems, To-

kyo, Japan), reference image (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Neth-

erlands), and quality reference milliampere-second (Siemens, Er-

langen, Germany) (Table 2).15 There have been several studies

FIG 1. Patient scanned with a protocol at 140 kV(p) (CTDIvol, 14.26; W450, L75) (A) and 100 kV(p)
(CTDIvol, 8.26; W450, L75) (B). Note the improved contrast and increased attenuation of the
vessels (carotid arteries and jugular veins) and vertebral bodies and increased contrast of the
metastatic node in the left tracheoesophageal groove with the lower kilovolt(peak) technique.
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that showed variable and sometimes significant levels of dose re-

duction with use of ATCM, depending on body region and pa-

tient size.16-18 It is important to be familiar with the different

parameters of the ATCM technique to achieve appropriate image

quality for each specific diagnostic task, to not generate images

with lower noise than necessary. An appropriate minimum and

maximum milliampere value with a designated noise index or SD

(depending on the manufacturer) based on the observer prefer-

ence is prudent to prevent an inappropriate increase in the image

noise related to lower photon fluence.

Adaptive Dose Shielding. Helical CT imaging acquires additional

data with a number of extra gantry rotations before the beginning

and after the end of the scanned volume, a process called “over-

ranging” (or “z overscanning”). The extra data are needed for the

interpolation required in the image reconstruction of a helical

acquisition of the scanned volume. Consequently, tissue that will

never be part of the reconstructed images will be exposed to radi-

ation. This factor is especially significant with the trend toward

developing scanners with greater detector collimation because the

dose increase from over-ranging is proportional to pitch and col-

limation.19 To reduce the impact of over-ranging, it is better to

use an axial protocol rather than a helical protocol, or by reducing

the pitch or using narrower detector collimation. The adaptive

dose shield is a technology based on precise and independent

movement of collimator blades that limits this over-ranging (Fig

3). The collimator will asymmetrically open at the beginning and

close at the end of each spiral scan, blocking the parts of the x-ray

beam that are not used for image reconstruction. The proportion

of radiation dose reduction depends on the scan range, detector

collimation, and pitch and has been shown to range from 7% to

38%.19,20

Image Reconstruction Algorithms. CT image reconstruction

from raw data was first performed by using an iterative recon-

struction algorithm, which was computationally demanding and

resulted in a relatively long reconstruction time. Iterative recon-

struction accurately models the data-collection process in CT by

generating a set of synthesized projections. The model incorpo-

rates details of the geometric information of the scanner (includ-

ing dimensions of the focal spot, the size of each detector cell, and

the shape and size of each image voxel) and system statistical

information (including photon statistics and electronic noise in

the data-acquisition system).21 Iterative reconstruction starts

with an initial estimate of the object, which is iteratively improved

in a stepwise fashion by comparing the synthesized projection

with the acquired projection data and making an incremental

change to the previous guess.21 Iterative reconstruction was

Table 2: Automated tube current modulation: manufacturer and principle

Manufacturer Trade Name
Image

Quality Reference Principle
GE Healthcare AutomA, SmartmA Noise index Maintain a constant noise level (defined as noise index), using

tube current within prescribed minimum and maximum values
Toshiba Sure Exposure SD Maintain a constant noise level (defined in standard deviation),

using tube currents and preset minimum and maximum values
Siemens CARE Dose4D Quality reference

milliampere-second
Maintain the same image quality with reference to target effective
milliampere-second levels for standard-size patients

Philips DoseRight Reference image Keep the same image quality as in the reference image

FIG 2. Schematic illustration demonstrating the modulation of the tube current for neck CT with variable milliampere values in each location
based on the automatic analysis of attenuation values from the scout image (A). Schematic illustration of the angular tube current modulation
at 2 different angles in the xy plane (B) and modulation of the milliampere along the z-axis (C).
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quickly replaced by a filtered back-projection technique, which is

an analytic reconstruction technique that operates on several fun-

damental assumptions about the scanner geometry and offers a

compromise between reconstruction speed and image noise. A

major drawback for the FBP algorithm is increased image noise

that stems from the fact that FBP assumes noiseless projection

data, which then must be overpowered by increasing the radiation

dose. Iterative reconstruction reduces image noise without com-

promising spatial resolution, while in FBP, higher spatial resolu-

tion is achieved with higher image noise. With the increasing

computational power in the recent decade, iterative reconstruc-

tion has come to focus on noise suppression and artifacts reduc-

tion associated with lowering the radiation dose. Major CT

manufacturers are implementing their own iterative image-re-

construction methods to achieve dose reduction without image-

quality degradation. These include the adaptive statistical iterative

reconstruction algorithm and, more recently, a model-based iter-

ative reconstruction technique (VEO) from GE Healthcare; Iter-

ative Reconstruction in Image Space, and Sinogram-Affirmed It-

erative Reconstruction from Siemens; Adaptive Iterative Dose

Reduction from Toshiba22; and iDose from Philips Healthcare.

ASIR (GE Healthcare) is a modified iterative-reconstruction

technique that starts iterative reconstruction after a first-pass FBP

reconstruction.23 It models the photon statistics in x-ray attenu-

ation but does not model the system geometrics. Thus, it is more

computationally complex than FBP but considerably less compu-

tationally complex than more comprehensive iterative recon-

struction methods. ASIR can help shorten the longer reconstruc-

tion time of iterative reconstruction while maintaining much

lower image noise when constructing the same raw data by using

the FBP algorithm, allowing radiation dose reduction with no

change in spatial or temporal resolution of the CT image.24 ASIR

images may appear to have an unusual “texture,” particularly

when the radiation dose used is not sufficiently low. In clinical

practice, using variable blending levels of image reconstruction

with FBP and ASIR techniques can be performed to generate clin-

ically acceptable images.

Future Advancement in Dose Reduction

Automated Organ-Based Current Modulation. This technique

reduces the tube current for certain projections to avoid direct

exposure of radiosensitive organs, for example the thyroid gland

and ocular lens.25 It modulates the current along the z-axis ac-

cording to the body habitus and along the x and y planes by re-

ducing the tube current over a 120° radial arc prescribed over the

anterior, lateral, or posterior aspect of the body (based on the

operator preference). The overall radiation dose in the cross-sec-

tional plane will remain constant, while decreasing the dose over

the 120° radial arc and increasing the dose in the remaining 240°

arc. Lowering the dose in the anterior projection by using organ-

based current modulation will limit direct exposure to the thyroid

gland and the ocular lens while preserving image quality.25 The

dose in the prescribed projection can be near zero, which will take

advantage of the fact that only 180° of data and the fan angle are

necessary to reconstruct a CT image.26 The radio-sensitive or-

gans, for example the thyroid gland, will be indirectly exposed to

the beam coming from the posterior projection; however, this

beam has been attenuated and filtered by the soft tissues of the

patient.

Automated (Optimized) Tube-Voltage Modulation. Conven-

tional dose-modulation techniques will modulate the tube cur-

rent, while the tube voltage, the kilovolt(peak), setting is left un-

changed. However, there is a large potential for dose reduction by

optimizing the tube kilovolt(peak) setting. Such optimization of

the kilovolt(peak) setting can be performed automatically for

each individual patient and specific examination, by analyzing the

information gathered by the topogram (scout view) to optimize

kilovolt(peak) and milliampere-second to maintain a certain con-

trast-to-noise ratio. This will improve the selection of kilovolt-

(peak) for a particular examination beyond manual kilovolt-

(peak) selection.

Noise-Reduction Algorithmwith Image Reconstruction and Data
Processing. Improving the overall image quality with lower noise

FIG 3. Schematic illustration of over-ranging (A) and the effect of the adaptive dose shield technique (B). The area marked in light gray in A
represents the range along the z-axis that is exposed by the extra gantry rotation, before and after the imaged volume, which is needed for
image reconstruction during a helical scan. With adaptive dose shield (B), a collimator closes asymmetrically at the beginning and the end of the
examination, while opening fully in the center of the scan range.
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levels can be achieved by using optimally designed data processing

and image reconstruction methods without sacrificing other im-

age properties. Several noise-control techniques have been devel-

oped, operating on the raw projection data, the log-transformed

sinogram, or the images after reconstruction, to achieve a lower

noise in CT images. Computational advancement is allowing so-

phisticated reconstruction methods to be used to control noise

and streak artifacts in the projection data domain before the im-

age reconstruction. Because CT manufacturers are presenting dif-

ferent iterative image reconstruction methods to achieve lower

noise, newer versions of such methods are being introduced, al-

lowing further reduction of CT image noise and hence radiation

dose. For example, a model-based iterative reconstruction algo-

rithm (VEO; GE Healthcare) has been introduced following ASIR

to achieve further noise reduction and a lower radiation dose.27

Additionally, several image-based filtering techniques usually

perform quite well with regard to reducing image noise while

maintaining high contrast resolution.28,29

CONCLUSIONS
There are significant variations between sites and scanners in im-

aging protocols with a wide range of radiation doses for the same

scan indication. Furthermore, adult scan protocols sometimes

have been directly applied to pediatrics without making proper

adjustments. Consequently, there is true demand to optimize

protocols and to become familiar with the factors affecting the CT

radiation dose and available dose-reduction options. Several

dose-reduction techniques have been successfully implemented

and have been shown to reduce radiation exposure, including

tube-current modulation, reducing tube voltage, adaptive dose

shielding, and noise reduction filters. The increased noise and

degraded image quality related to using a lower radiation dose

have been successfully improved by using advanced image recon-

struction techniques.

Disclosures: Suresh Mukherji—UNRELATED: Consultancy: Philips Medical Systems.
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